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Abstract

For nearly a century prior to 1963, San Diego Bay was
heavily stressed by four types of man's activities: (1)
diversion and damming of all principal tributary drainages,
with virtual elimination of fresh water input to the bay;
(2) dredging and filling so extensive that only 17-18% of
the original bay floor remains undisturbed; (3) discharge
of: (a) sewage and primary effluent, (b) industrial wastes,
and (c) power plant cooling water to the bay; and (4)
intensive urbanization of adjacent lands.

In light of this historic setting, the environmental
impacts of contemporary dredging activities would appear to
be of relatively minor significance. However, since the
1960's dredging projects have been rigorously regulated and
widely opposed by environmental groups. Specifically, in
recent years, institutional constraints brought to bear
through Federal and state regulatory processes have become
key determinants in the authorization of dredging projects
in California. Dredging permit procedures require review
by numerous Federal, state, county, and municipal agencies
as well as citizen interest groups. Opposition to a project
by an agency or group may result in costly delays, possible
project modification, or even cancellation.

A current dredging project in San Diego Bay provides a
"real world" case history illustrating how environmental
considerations and associated institutional constraints can
modify dredging practices, delay project schedules, and
increase costs, even in an historically stressed environment.
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INTRODUCTION

The intent of this paper is to: (a) examine qualita
tively the significance of contemporary dredging impacts in
San Diego Bay, in light of the heavily stressed environmental
conditions which obtained in the bay for nearly a century
prior to 1963; (b) review the complex procedural mechanisms
for regulating contemporary dredging work, using San Diego
Bay as an example; and (c) illustrate the major time and
cost consequences of these regulatory controls by means of
a current San Diego Bay case history.

The paper incorporates excerpts from papers presented
by one or both of the writers at the Third International
Estuarine Research Federation Conference in Galveston, Texas,
October, 1975; and the Seventh World Dredging Conference in
San Francisco, July, 1976 (see Smith and Graham, 1976; and
Smith, 1977).

SAN DIEGO BAY

Located in the extreme southwest corner of the United
States, just north of the U.S.-Mexico border, San Diego Bay
is one of the finest natural harbors in western North America.
The bay is a moderate-sized, landlocked estuary about 22.5km
long, ranging from 0.4 to 4km in width. Except in the 7.5 to
20m deep channel, depths range from generally deeper than 9m
in the north bay, from 3 to 4.5m in the central bay, and from
0 to 3m in the south bay. The extreme range of tides within
the bay is 3.2m.

In 1857, the bay was undisturbed by man, as is shown in
Figure 1. By contrast, the bay now is surrounded by metro
politan San Diego, with a population of more than a million
(see Figure 2). In addition, the bay is the site of one of
the largest naval establishments in the country.

Since the 1870's, the bay has been subjected to a suc
cession of man-induced environmental stresses that undoubtedly
have had major effects on habitat, water quality, and biolog
ical communities in the bay. These stresses included:

(a) diversion and damming of principal tributaries, which
all but eliminated fresh water input;

(b) extensive dredging and filling;

(c) bay discharge of sewage and other waste; and

(d) intensive urbanization of the land areas ringing the
bay, with attendant introduction of urban
contaminants.



Figure 1. configuration and bathymetry of San Diego Bay in 1857.
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Although the above-mentioned stressed undoubtedly had
a major effect on water quality in the bay from the 1870's
onward, there was no scientific mention of these effects
until the 1930's, and no technical documentation was initi
ated until shortly after World War II. Thus, the scientific
record of the bay's response to man-induced stresses is
limited to the post-war period.

In the absence of comprehensive historical data on the
effects of these stresses, definitive judgments on the
extent and degree of such effects cannot be made. However,
based on assessments of the limited historical data available
(presented in following sections), it seems clear that the
effects of these stresses were substantial in terms of
changes in the habitat, water quality, and biological com
munities in the bay. A brief examination of the principal
stresses and their effects follows.

DIVERSION AND DAMMING

As presented in detail in Smith (1977), the principal
tributaries to San Diego Bay (figure 3) prior to man's
intervention were the San Diego, Sweetwater, and Otay rivers,
and a number of smaller streams; the drainage basins tribu
tary to the bay totalled about 2,330 km^. As late as the
1850's, the prominent delta of the San Diego River was build
ing in northern San Diego Bay (see Smith, 1977, Figure 1),
as were the deltas of the Sweetwater and Otay rivers in the
south bay. The presence of these deltas is strong evidence
that natural sedimentation (primarily fluvial deposition)
was gradually filling the bay. Beginning in the 1870 s,
however, fresh water input and fluvial sediment influx were
greatly reduced as a result of: (1) the 1875-77 diversion
of the flow of the San Diego River away from San Diego Bay
and into nearby Mission Bay (Rambo and Speidel, 1969; and
USACE, 1975b), and (2) construction of water storage
reservoirs on the Sweetwater and Otay rivers in 1888 and
1919, respectively (see Figure 3). Diverting the San Diego
River terminated fresh water and sediment contribution and,
and shown in Smith (1977), constructing the reservoirs
reduced the fresh water and sediment input from the Sweet
water and Otay rivers by about 75 percent. The other
tributaries to San Diego Bay (Las Chollas Creek and the
creeks in the North and South Bay groups - see Figure 3)
historically have contributed insignificant amo«nts °fti>
fresh water and sediment to the bay (USACE, 1975b; Smith,
1977).

Based on Smith (1977) and the sources cited therein,
the total fluvial sediment delivered to San Diego Bay
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Figure 3. Tributaries and drainage basins contributing runoff and
sediment to San Diego Bay. Reproduced from Smith (1977)
by permission of the Academic Press, Inc.
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annually prior to man's intervention was probably on the
order of 0.8 to 1.1 x 106 m3. Following diversion and dam
construction, the annual fluvial sediment contribution
dropped to 1.4 to 1.9 x 105 m3; roughly this rate apparently
has obtained for the last 55 years. In short, according to
USACE (1976b), fluvial sediment contribution to the bay is
minimal because: (1) few major drainages enter the bay, (2)
many of these drainages are partially controlled by dams,
and (3) stream velocities downstream from the dams are
generally non-scouring.

DREDGING AND FILLING

As presented in Smith (1977), San Diego Bay is one of
the most extensively dredged and filled estuaries in the
United States. The history and extent of dredging and filling
in San Diego Bay are unusually well documented (see Mudie,
1970; Gautier, 1972; Peeling, 1974; USACE, 1975b; and Smith,
1977). According to USACE (1975b),

"Starting near the beginning of this century the
channels in the north and central parts of the
bay were straightened, widened, and deepened to
facilitate navigation; and practically all of
the marshlands in the north bay were filled to
create lands for airfields, highways, docks,
shipyards, parks, tourist and recreational
facilities, and other uses.

"...Extensive dredging since 1940 has...altered
the character of /much of7 the bay floor. ...
the bay floor mud layer Has been removed ex
posing the underlying sandy strata."

EXTENT OF FILLING

Prior to major filling activities, San Diego Bay had an
area of 54 to 57km2, as defined by the mean high tide line
of 1918 (see Gautier, 1972). Filling activities, primarily
using dredged material, began in 1888 (Peeling, 1974) and
intensified markedly shortly before and during World War II.
As illustrated in Figure 4, approximately 15.5km2 of the bay,
amounting to about 27 percent, have been filled.

EXTENT OF DREDGING

The areal extent of dredging in the bay is illustrated
in Figure 5. Approximately 31km2 of the 1918 bay floor,
amounting to 55 percent, have been dredged. As evident in
Figure 5, except for an area of about 10km2 in the extreme
south bay area, most of the bay floor has been dredged.
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Figure 4. Areas filled in San Diego Bay during the
period 1914-1971. Reproduced from Smith
(1977) by permission of the Academic
Press, Inc.
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Areas Dredged
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Figure 5. Areas dredged in San Diego Bay during
the period 1936-1971. Reproduced from
Smith (1977) by permission of the
Academic Press, Inc.
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Further, this dredging has virtually doubled the depth of
most of the shallower portions of the north and central bay.

If dredging and filling both are considered, only about
17 to 18 percent of the bay area represented by the 1918
mean high tide line remains undisturbed. More than half of
this dredging and filling was associated with World War II
naval activities.

VOLUMES MOVED

As to the volumes moved, it is estimated (Smith, 1977)
that dredging has shifted about 100 to 140 x 106 m3 of bay
floor sediment approximately as follows: (a) about 2 x 106
m3 to deep water ocean disposal sites by mechanical dredging
and transport!/, (b) about 22 x 106 m3 to Silver Strand as
beach replenishment by pumping (Peeling, 1974), and (c)
roughly 75 to 115 x 106 m3 to bay marginal areas as fill by
pumping!/, as illustrated in Figure 4. By comparison, (1)
the present water volume of San Diego Bay is about 230 x 106
m3, and (2) the San Diego River, the former chief tributary
to the bay before diversion in 1875-77, is estimated to have
delivered about 3.8 to 5.3 x 105 m3 to the bay annually.

Clearly, damming and diversion, and past dredging and
filling produced major changes in the physical characteristics
of this estuary (see Smith, 1977), and probably in the biolog
ical communities living therein. Assessing the environmental
significance of these changes, however, must also take into
account the lengthy history of waste discharges to the bay.

WASTE DISCHARGES

Past and present waste discharges to San Diego Bay
include: (a) metropolitan sewage and primary treatment plant
effluent, (b) industrial wastes, (c) power plant cooling
water, and (d) various other wastes.

The nature and effects of these various waste discharges
are discussed in some detail in San Diego Regional Water
Pollution Control Board (1952), Newman (1958), Ford (1968),
Parrish and Mackenthun (1968), Ford et al. (1970, 1971, 1972),
Dodson (1972), Gautier (1972), Browning et al. (1973), Ford
and Chambers (1973, 1974), and Wagner (1976). A brief dis
cussion of the principal types of these discharges follows.

SEWAGE AND TREATMENT PLANT EFFLUENT

According to Dodson (1972), San Diego's raw sewage was
discharged to the bay from 1885 to 1943, and the bay received
effluent from primary treatment plants from 1943 to 1963.

l/3ased on review of data with Mr. D. R. Forrest, SDUPD, who
has extensive knowledge of San Diego Bay dredging projects.

12
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Thus, this type of stress on the bay environment persisted
for almost 80 years.

More specifically, in 1885 the city of San Diego instal
led its first sanitary sewers, which delivered untreated
sewage wastes to the bay (Dodson, 1972). The metropolitan
population grew rapidly after the turn of the century and
the municipal sewage discharges increased proportionately,
as did waste discharge from industry and from vessels in the
bay, with resulting marked deterioration in water quality
and "...a marked reduction in the variety and abundance of
organisms which dwelt within or visited the bay seasonally"
(Browning et al., 1973).

The early water quality history of the bay is not docu
mented nearly as well as the history of dredging and river
diversion (discussed above). Dodson (1972) reported that,
with San Diego's leap in population to 250,000 between 1935
and 1940 (a 40 percent growth), polluted bay waters became
a public health hazard and hydrogen sulphide from sludge on
the bay bottom was ruining paint on Navy ships. To remedy
this situation, a 32km long interceptor sewer and primary
treatment plant were built in the early 1940's; the unchlo-
rinated effluent was discharged into the northern part of the
bay. "By 1943, only seven raw sewage outfalls continued to
discharge to tidal waters in the metropolitan area" (Dodson,
1972).

By 1947, the metropolitan population had grown to
350,000; the bayshore sewage treatment plants were overloaded
and the "...bay was again showing signs of abuse" (Dodson,
1972). The principal treatment plant was rebuilt with im
proved treatment equipment but by 1950 the population had
soared to 450,000; about 225 million litres per day of sewage
and industrial wastes were being discharged (SDRWPCB, 1952),
and the bayside treatment plants were again overloaded.

Concern for water quality problems led to establishment
of the California Regional Water Quality Control Board in
1950. The San Diego Region of the Board has since documented
conditions in the bay, and evolved a program to replace all
bay discharge of sewage (Figure 6) with ocean discharge via
a single outfall. The resulting sewerage system, completed
in 1963, is shown schematically in Figure 7.

As detailed in California RWQCB-SDR (1966) and summa
rized in Browning et al (1973):

"...by 1963, 80 percent of the bay had dissolved
oxygen concentrations below the levels necessary
for continued sustenance of fish and wildlife.
Water clarity...was low...due to discoloration

13
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Figure 6. Sewage discharges to the bay in 1963, prior to
completion of the San Diego Metropolitan Sewerage
System.
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Figure 7. San Diego Metropolitan Sewerage System built in 1963.
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and plankton blooms caused by nutrients from
waste discharges, storm runoff, and other
sources. Bacterial counts were excessive and
forced closure and quarantine of many beach
and water .areas. Extensive sludge deposits
(800 yds. wide by 9,000 yd3. long) blanketed
bay bottoms around the U.S. Navy installation
and waterfront area. This deposit reached
seven feet in thickness at some points."

As presented by Browning et al. (1973):

"With the installation of the S.D. Metropolitan
Sewerage System in August 1963 municipal waste
discharge to the bay were terminated. Improved
water quality conditions were noted in a very
short time. Water quality sampling in the late
1960's revealed dissolved oxygen concentrations
generally between 4-7 mg/1, Secchi disk readings
of 6 to 12 feet, and bacterial counts acceptable
for water-contact sports. Conditions acceptable
to fish and wildlife existed in about 80 percent,
or 7,600 acres, of the bay area. Several military
and industrial activities, located along the bay
front, continued to discharge waste until 1970,
and discharges from the North Island NAS con
tinued until July, 1972."

According to Dodson (1972):

"From an almost hopeless community disgrace in
1963, San Diego Bay has made a phenomenal
recovery. By 1964 the surface was displaying a
long-forgotten sparkle. Game fish began to
appear throughout the 22-mile length of the bay.
Sludge banks in the vicinity of the now-abandoned
bayside treatment plants rapidly stabilized and
began to recede. Bow-waves of passing ships were
white - not dull green. Fishing and recreational
boats no longer had scummy hulls. Fifty years
of abuse had disappeared in less than two years."

INDUSTRIAL WASTES

Prior to completion of the sewerage system in 1963, all
industrial wastes were discharged to the bay (Parrish and
Mackenthun, 1968). In 1952, these included the wastes from
five fish canneries, a kelp processing plant, a fish and
animal reduction facility, aircraft industries, and a
number of other, less significant discharges. The nature
and volumes of these wastes are detailed in SDRWPCB (1952).

16
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Major industrial discharges to San Diego Bay at the time the
metropolitan sewerage system was completed in 1963 are
illustrated in Figure 8.

Although military and shipyard wastes are not called out
in the reports just cited, Browning et al. (1973) state:

Military Wastes

"For many years, navy ships like others in the
bay, were an important source of oil, grease
and chemicals that found their way into bay
waters. Highly toxic industrial wastes also
came from the North Island Naval Air Station. ...

".../Although/ for many years RWQCB-SDR protests
against continued discharges from naval sources
were ignored during the summer of 1972,
the Navy ended the discharge of all industrial
wastes into the bay."

Shipyard Wastes

Privately owned commercial shipbuilding and repair
facilities have increased substantially in recent years as
the result of the closing of the U.S. Naval Repair Facility
in 1964. Building and repair of naval vessels is now a
major industry. There are more than 20 shipbuilding and
ship repair firms located around the margins of the bay
(Browning et al., 1973).

Concerning shipyard wastes, an estimated 625,000 lbs.
of copper, zinc, and lead-based paints were discharged
annually to the bay (California WRCB, 1976). Field investi
gations by the California RWQCB-SDR (1972) showed that heavy
metal concentrations in bottom sediments were substantially
higher near shipbuilding and repair facilities than in other
parts of San Diego Bay. The highest concentration of heavy
metals recorded was found in the Commercial Basin area of

the north bay.

The report concluded that marine paints (which contain
substantial quantities of mercury, arsenic, and tin), when
removed by sandblasting and washed into the bay, pose a
threat to water quality. A subsequent investigation by EPA
of bay floor sediments adjacent to shipyards (EPA, 1974)
confirmed the findings of the RWQCB-SDR, which resulted in
establishing a program that would reduce substantially this
type of pollution.

POWER PLANT COOLING WATER

Heated cooling waters are discharged to the bay from

17
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Figure 8. Major industrial discharges to the bay in 1963.
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three San Diego Gas & Electric Company steam electric gener
ating stations located at intervals along the eastern shore
of the bay.

The Broadway plant in downtown San Diego was built in
the 1920's, the Silvergate plant went into operation in
1941, and the South Bay Plant began operating in 1960.

The cooling water throughput of the three plants is
approximately as follows: Broadway - 377 litres per month,
Silvergate - 795 litres per day, South Bay - 2,500 litres
per day. The Silvergate and South Bay plants operate more
or less continuously but the Broadway plant is operated only
in periods of peak demand.

In compliance with the CWRCB bays and estuaries thermal
plan (1970), intensive studies of the effects of these
thermal discharges have been conducted by various investi
gators under sponsorship of the utility. A detailed discus
sion of the results of these studies (see Smith and Wright,
1975, for pertinent references) is outside the scope of this
paper. The discharges from all three plants comply with the
limits set by the Board's thermal plan. For a number of
reasons, the areas affected by the thermal plumes from the
Broadway and Silvergate stations are limited in extent. The
much larger volumes of water from the South Bay plant gener
ate a plume which extends over a considerably larger area;
further, this heated water discharge is located in the very
shallow southern portion of the bay which has limited cir
culation.

Studies of benthic fauna in the vicinity of the South
Bay plant have been carried out almost yearly since 1968,
primarily during the summer months when the heated waters
would have the most adverse effects (Ford, 1968; Ford et al.,
1970, 1971, 1972; Ford and Chambers, 1973, 1974). These
studies have not shown any major adverse impacts on marine
life beyond 600 feet from the discharge point, but were not
sufficiently comprehensive to evaluate properly the impact
of thermal discharges on the ecology of South Bay (Browning
et al., 1973).

According to Browning et al. (1973),

"The impact of the thermal effluent on marine
habitats is much greater in the South Bay than
it is in the north and central portions.

"...As a result /of the South Bay plant discharge/
waters in a substantial area of the South Bay "~
are frequently 7°-9° F warmer than the waters in
the rest of the bay. Many temperature-sensitive

19
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organisms may not be able to tolerate the high
temperatures which occasionally occur in South
Bay."

OTHER DISCHARGES

Various other discharges have contributed wastes to San
Diego Bay in the past. These include: (a) sewage and other
wastes discharged from naval and commercial vessels, and
from recreational craft, (b) effluent from a desalination
plant, and (c) a number of smaller intermittent discharges
such as aircraft industry wastes which reach the bay via
storm drains (see discussion in SDRWPCB, 1952).

Vessel Sewage

The FWPCA (1969) study of vessel pollution in San Diego
Bay concludes:

"1. Areas of San Diego Bay having intensive vessel
activity are adversely affected by waste from
watercraft. The most serious adverse effects are

reflected by total and fecal coliform densities
and the presence of Salmonella organisms and
floating sewage solids in and on bay waters.
Salmonella bacteria can readily be isolated from
the waters of San Diego Bay in areas of concen
trated vessel activity. The presence of such
pathogenic bacteria is a hazard to the health of
persons coming in contact with these waters.

"2. Floatable materials such as sewage solids,
trash, garbage and oil discharged to San Diego
Bay by ships create aesthetically offensive
conditions. Most oil observed in San Diego Bay
results from carelessness in fueling and fuel
transfer operations onboard ships and between shio
and shore. Pumoina of bilqes in violations of
rules and requlations is also a probable source
of oil in the bay. Carelessness of individuals
of the waterborne population in San Diego Bay
brings large amounts of floatable trash and
garbage into the bay.

"3. Bottom deposits of decomposed and actively
decomposing sludge resulting in part from
settleable vessel wastes may be found in areas
of concentrated vessel activity in San Diego Bay.
These deposits upset the normal ecology of the
bay by diminishing the diversity of benthic biota."

Four years later, Browning et al. (1973) reported that

20
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although all municipal waste discharges to San Diego Bay had
been terminated, the waters continued to receive sewage and
other discharges from ships and boats. According to this
reference, in 1971 the U.S. Navy embarked on a five year
program which would eventually result in termination of
sanitary waste discharges from all naval vessels.

Recreational boating in the bay contributes some
sanitary wastes, which probably are not significant volumet-
rically except in the various marina areas where there are
large concentrations of boats, including many "live-aboards."'
State laws requiring installation of sewage retention facil
ities in recreational craft are reducing the volumes of
sanitary wastes from boating.

Desalination

The Senator Clair Engle Desalting Plant was operated in
the South Bay for a period of about five years ending in 1972
(Smith and Wright, 1975). The results of a study of the
effects of this discharge were reported by Environmental
Engineering Laboratory (1972) to which the interested reader
is referred.

URBAN RUNOFF

As illustrated in Figure 2, the bay is surrounded by an
intensely urbanized matropolitan area with a population in
excess of one million.

Although there is literature dealing with the effects of
urbanization on the chemical character of urban runoff (see
Sartor and Boyd, 1972; Whipple, 1975; and sources cited therein),
to the writers' knowledge, no work has been published on the
specific effects of urban storm runoff on San Diego Bay.
This subject is treated in general terms by Browning et al.
(1973), who state:

"In addition to silt, clay and organic materials,
storm and drain waters can introduce a variety
of other pollutants into bay waters. Oil and
grease from city streets, agricultural pesticides,
and lead particles that owe their origin to air
pollution and the combustion of high octane
gasolines, all enter the bay through runoff. And,
large volumes of fresh water which cause rapid
changes in salinity that some sedentary marine
species cannot tolerate, also can be considered
a kind of 'pollutant.'

"Fine silts and clays smother many bottom organisms

21
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and increase turbidity, thus decreasing the amount
of penetrating sunlight necessary for growth of
flora living in the bay waters or on the bottom.
Organic materials introduced with runoff utilize
oxygen from the water, thus decreasing supplies
vital to all aquatic fauna. It only takes trace
amounts of some highly toxic pollutants (trace
metals and synthetic organic compounds) to
directly or indirectly affect the viability of
bay habitats."

Intuitively, it seems likely that urban runoff would
have a measurable effects on some segment of the biota in
the bay because of a number of factors, including the bay's
moderate size, the extent of adjacent urban areas, the
highly seasonal character of the rainfall, among others.
Perhaps future work can test this speculation.

IMPROVEMENT IN BAY WATER QUALITY

As documented in Dodson (1972), Browning et al. (1973),
and Wagner (1976), installation of the San Diego Metropolitan
Sewerage System in 1963 terminated municipal waste discharge
to the bay, and improved water quality conditions were noted
in a very short time. As summarized by Browning et al. (1973)

"Largely through the efforts of the Regional Water
Quality Control Board - San Diego Region, the water
quality in most areas of the bay has continued to
improve during recent years. Turbidity has de
creased, dissolved oxygen values have increased,
and surface scums, oil slicks, and floating debris
occur less frequently as a result of waste dis
charge regulations imposed by the RWQCB-SDR,
improved oil handling procedures (resulting in
fewer accidents) and improved clean-up procedures.
The sludge beds that formerly covered much of the
bay floor have been dispersed by tidal currents
and dredging projects, or reduced by oxidation.
Bay waters have become clearer, and healthy fish
and invertebrate populations again flourish in
many areas. Eel grass beds have re-established
on some of the shallow dredged bottoms and
several other ecologically desirable marine
plants have begun to grow on pilings and rock
structures. At the same time, the vast algal
mats which previously covered the bottom in some
areas of the central and southern bay areas have
been greatly reduced; these mats are generally
considered ecologically undesirable."
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL MAN-INDUCED EFFECTS ON THE BAY

The marked (some even term them "dramatic') improvements
just described are certainly both significant and highly
commendable. On balance, however, the point remains that
for almost a century prior to the mid-1960's, the bay was a
heavily stressed environmental system. Recapitulating, the
principal adverse environmental effects of the various
stresses discussed or listed above include: conversion of
what probably was a brackish estuary to an entirely saline
water body; destruction of 80 percent of the bay marginal
salt marshes by filling; doubling of average depth as a
result of dredging; buildup of sewage waste deposits and
associated algal mats on the bay floor, with massive reduc
tion in the benthic and pelagic biological communities;
conversion of mud bottom to sandy substrate by dredging, and
local contamination of bottom sediments with trace metals
from shipyards and industrial discharges.

When contemporary dredging activities are viewed in this
historic context of roughly a hundred years of environmental
stresses (including the World War II episode of massive
dredging and filling), environmental impacts of current
dredging projects would appear to be of relatively minor
significance. However, since the later 1960's, dredging
projects in San Diego Bay (and throughout much of the U.S.)
have been rigorously regulated and widely opposed by environ
mental groups.

REGULATION OF DREDGING

In recent years, institutional constraints brought to
bear through Federal and state regulatory processes have
become key determinants in the authorization of dredging
projects in California. Dredging permit procedures require
review by numerous Federal, state, county, and municipal
agencies as well as citizen interest groups. Opposition to
a project by an agency or group may result in costly delays,
possible project modification, or even cancellation.

Environmental and legal controls on dredging projects
th, 1975;

policies speci
(Smith, 1975; Boerger and Cheney, 1976) stem from regulatory

fied in various Federal and state laws.i'

^Pertinent Federal laws include the River and Harbor Act;
Federal Water Pollution Control Act; National Environmental
Policy Act; Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act;
and the Coastal Zone Management Act. Examples of pertinent
California state laws include the Porter-Cologne Act; the
California Environmental Quality Act; and the Coastal Zone Act.
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The specific requirements of the Federal laws (and the com
plicated regulatory procedures for implementing them) gener
ally are set forth as detailed regulations and guidelines
published in the Federal Register (USACE, 1975c; Smith, 1976).
At the state level (in California, for example), the detailed
regulations are issued by the appropriate regulatory boards
and commissions. Generally, the pertinent regulatory pro
cedures require issuance of permits for specific acts such
as dredging, discharge of dredged material, placement of
fill, etc.

PRIMARY CONTROL

Primary regulatory control of dredging projects is the
responsibility of the Federal government. This responsibility
is vested in the Secretary of the Army and is exercized by
the Corps of Engineers.

Federal regulatory control of dredging, construction,
and related actions in U.S. navigable waters dates back
more than 75 years. The River and Harbor Act of 1899
requires that a "Work in Navigable Waters" permit be obtained
from the Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers, for
virtually all structures or work in navigable waters of the
United States. More recently, Corps and EPA regulations
(33CFR and 40CFR) require a "Dredged Material Permit" for
discharge of dredged material into the territorial sea.

SECONDARY CONTROLS

Additional, secondary or quasi-regulatory controls on
dredging projects are exercized by environmental and conser
vation agencies and organizations as they function in a
review capacity during the permit application processing
procedure (see Smith, 1976, Figure 2). For example, Corps
of Engineers "Work in Navigable Waters" and "Dredged Material"
permit application processing procedures for a dredging
permit provide for review of a permit application and sup
porting certifications by as many as two dozen Federal, state,
county, and municipal agencies, and perhaps a dozen or more
citizen interest groups (Smith and Graham, 1976) .

HOW ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS FUNCTION AS CONSTRAINTS

During the review process, these agencies and/or citizen
groups may oppose part or all of a given project at one or
more of the several check points in the Corps' permit review
procedure (USACE, 1974; Smith, 1975, 1976), with resulting
costly delays and possible project modification or even
cancellation. When issues cannot be resolved, opposing sides
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commonly invoke local, state, and Federal political pressures
and, in some cases, resort to litigation.

The following abbreviated case history of the San Diego
Harbor Navigation Improvement Project is a near-classic, real
world example illustrating: (a) how environmental considera
tions functioned as constraints on a major dredging project,
and (b) the effects these constraints had on project schedule
and cost.

SAN DIEGO HARBOR.NAVIGATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

As described in detail in the Corps of Engineers' General
Design Memorandum (USACE, 1975a), the San Diego Harbor Navi
gation Improvement Project will widen, deepen, and extend
existing channels to allow larger and deeper draft vessels
to use the present commercial facilities in the harbor. More
specifically, these jointly funded improvements (Federal:
95.9 percent; local, 4.1 percent) will involve cutterhead
hydraulic suction dredging of more than 5.5 million m3, and
clamshell dredging of about 765,000 m . The hydraulically
dredged material will be delivered via pipeline to various
disposal sites discussed below; the mechanically dredged
material will be barged to an EPA approved ocean disposal site.

The project as originally proposed involved dredging
about 9 million m3 of material and, when authorized by Congress,
was estimated to cost about $8 to 10 million, with work to
commence in 1972. However, a series of institutional con
straints (primarily of an environmental nature) caused sub
stantial changes in the project design and a three year delay
in schedule.

When finally approved in 1975, the project had been
reduced in size to about 6.5 million m3 and the estimated cost
had escalated to about $16.3 million. When the contract was
awarded in August 1975, the actual price was $18.7 million.

CHANGES AND DELAYS OWING TO INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS

The principal changes in the project and the specific
institutional constraints that were largely responsible for
the changes and associated delays are discussed in detail in
Smith and Graham (1976). A brief synopsis of that discussion
follows.

During development of the General Design Memorandum (from
July 1970 to December 1974), the Corps had more than 48
meetings (including a formal Public Hearing) with 17 Federal,
state, and local agencies to ensure that the concerns of each
were considered fairly in the final design. In addition, some
26 letters of comment on the General Design Memorandum were
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received from Federal, state, and local agencies and firms
between January 1972 and January 1975; it is noteworthy that
all but four of these addressed disposal of dredged material.

In the course of this protracted interaction between the
Corps and various agencies and public interest groups,
institutional constraints (primarily, conservation agencies
acting to protect environmental resources they believed to
be threatened by disposal of dredged material) were responsible
for: (a) substantial modifications in the dredged material
disposal plan, (b) elimination of most associated landfill
sub-projects, and (c) delay in project approval of about
three years. Specifically, the proposed southerly incremental
extension of the channel was shortened by about 40 percent,
the volume of the project was reduced by almost 30 percent,
and major changes were made in the dredged material disposal
plan, including: (1) deletion of a series of nearby, low
cost landfill disposal sites for dredged material, (2)
addition of several distant sites requiring high pumping
costs, and (3) costly ocean disposal of about three-quarters
of a million m3 originally scheduled for bay marginal dis
posal sites.

Because of escalation in dredging costs during this
three year period, and the added costs in meeting environ
mental restrictions, the eventual $18.7 million contract
cost was almost $8 million higher than the estimated cost
of $10.9 million at the time the project was initially
funded in 1973. According to Ackerman (1975), about $5
million of the cost increase resulted from: (a) institution
ally imposed environmental restrictions, and (b) the escala
tion in dredging costs during the time required to work
through the institutional constraints just discussed.

In summary, the San Diego Harbor Navigation Improvement
Project illustrates clearly how environmental constraints
can lengthen the authorization process, modify project design,
and substantially increase design and construction costs.

EPILOGUE

As detailed in this paper, San Diego Bay has been
heavily stressed since the 1870's as a result of several types
of man's activities. Although quantitative data on the bay's
response to these stresses is limited, the historical record
is clear on the following past impacts: fresh water and
natural sediment input to the bay were all but terminated as
a result of river diversion and damming; the bay's physical
characteristics were significantly altered by massive dredg
ing and filling; sewage and other waste discharges adversely
affected water quality and biological communities; and what
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once was a natural, pristine aquatic environment has been
significantly altered and modified as a major metropolitan
population has grown up around it.

Although the question of which stress (or stresses) was
most significant cannot be determined scientifically owing
to incomplete data, it appears from the available data that
in the long term, the most adverse impacts to the bay resulted
from sewage and other discharges, which caused a reduction
in water quality and consequent deterioration in the biolog
ical health of the bay; these discharges have since been
terminated or substantially reduced.

In light of the magnitude of these stresses and the
lengthy period during which they occurred, contemporary
dredging activities per se would not appear to be the cause
for a high level of environmental protest. As shown in the
case history, however, significant delays were involved
during the review and approval process of the proposed dredg
ing project as a result of public concern for the bay
environment. Associated project costs skyrocketed. Was this
delay and associated increase in cost justified? In some
respects, probably; in others, probably not. What seems
clear is that the project was not reviewed within the per
spective of the previous hundred year period of man-induced
impacts. Nor were the projected results of project com
pletion evaluated in terms of terrestrial projects of
equivalent magnitude.

It is the writers' belief that much of the objection to
this dredging project, and undoubtedly to other dredging
projects elsewhere in the country, stem from a fear of the
unknown and lack of historical perspective on the part of
the layman.
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